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Many people don't really respect their time. This is something, especially teenagers and 
other younger people need to learn to adhere to.  
 
It's been a few months I wanted to make some updates in Azazel's Marketplace, didn't 
have the time. Wanted to study about some important things, didn't have the time. It's 
only when we lack time that we understand it's important, and it's easy to get carried 
away by life. Modern life is a pure chaos, and the more responsibilities one does have, 
the less time.  
 
One thing I wanted to state just in case people see my videos and they question 
themselves if these are work, this is not really work. This is my recreation "personal" time 
that is going in the videos. In other words, I receive sardonic laughter every time the 
enemy goes nuts and recreation by doing this. It's enjoyable. Even my recreational time 
involves doing something at least partly useful. This doesn't involve work, errands, 
spiritual work, material responsibility, then groups, forums, studying, writing, any other 
work required of me and so forth.  
 
It never ends, but the key is not seeing where it 'ends' because it doesn't. But get your 
mind adjusted to the idea of eternally forward going instead. You can't eat only once a 
month, and having to eat more times is not limited or negative, it's just how it is, for 
example. Anyone can do this, that is, to spend their time wisely and in a good way for 
them. One example is how one may have a job that lasts hours and is menial. It doesn't 
take much to take an earphone and listen to an audio-book if the job is something 
menial, for example. Or think to your own mind or even meditate. This is nothing too 
difficult to do. Of course, so long this is allowed and you're able to do this.  
 
Any serious Satanist needs to learn to manage their time, and not waste it on pure drivel 
that is only meant to dilute your energy with nothing accomplished for yourself, your 
spirituality or the world. If it doesn't make you grow, it more than likely makes you shrink, 
or at least doesn’t grow you. This is how you should judge the good habits from the 
negative ones.  
 
People who have time and just waste it, regret it at a later point in their existence, 
because they could have advanced, they could have studied, or anything else. The only 
thing that is important is life is time, and we also don't get money directly, we get time. 
Rotten as this is, this is a reality.  
 
Time invested correctly can give you more time and benefits in the future, and of course, 
if you are a devoted spiritual Satanist, it can also put you BEYOND time, which is the 
meaning of the Magnum Opus. This is the defeat of the grim reaper which is known as 
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time, or the wasting principle in nature. It's not really time that is evil, but the negative 
aspect in creation that severs things as "Time goes".  
 
We are fighting against decay on a very basic level, and this is the teaching of Satan, to 
overcome it. 
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